Larry Ramsell - Muskie Guide (Experience Makes The Difference)

Muskie Guide Service
10907 N. County Road S
Hayward, WI 54843
715/462-9880
LarryRamsell@hotmail.com
I bring 45 years of experience to my guiding. I guide for Musky in parts of 5 counties in
Northwestern Wisconsin, 2 counties in Northeastern Wisconsin and limited times in
Minnesota.. This includes "wilderness" lakes and rivers within the Chequamegon
National Forest and the Flambeau State Forest. By fishing almost daily and "keeping an
ear to the ground", I am able to "stay on the fish" Special emphasis is given to fishing
"FORGOTTEN WATERS" with a "wilderness" experience, a treat if you like solitude
and/or like to explore! Walleyes and smallmouth bass to 18 inches are fairly common
during river float trips and wildlife is abundant, so don’t forget your camera.
A couple of the rivers I fish have produced trophy Muskies of 38 and 42 pounds in
recent years! Others are better for action, including some great places to "hook-up" with
a Fly Rod. However, we can fish "numbers" waters or "trophy" waters, or a combination
of both-YOUR CHOICE!! It will depend upon your "wants": A First Legal; Action; a
Wilderness Experience or a possible Trophy.
Bring your maps so you can mark the "hot spots" for future reference. Learn the "where
and why" of seasonal Musky movements and what "structure" the Muskies prefer.

For "preferred" dates
make your reservations early !!
Note: I also offer "FISH GUARANTEED" trips. Call for details.
Memorial Day weekend to October:
Action time plus occasional trophies! During the heat of
summer we normally fish early and late if your schedule
allows.

October:
Likely fewer (?) fish, but the big mama's are putting on the
weight! Bring plenty of warm clothes!! Patience is also a
"virtue".

What I Furnish
Boats:
I have a safe and secure 19 1/2 foot Lund Tyee Magnum with a 200 HP Mercury motor.
It is fully equipped with state of the art electronics, electric motors and safety equipment.
Gas is included. It's layout is flexible to accommodate fisherfolks with special needs.

For secluded wilderness lakes and river float trips I have a 15 1/2 foot Coleman Scanoe.
This stable craft can safely handle three people with minimal onboard movement. It is
fully equipped with the necessary items for a safe and successful trip and has served
me well over the years.
Tackle:
I can, if necessary, furnish all rods, reels and lures. If you have your own
favorites, by all means bring them. Please advise in advance if you would
like to use mine.

What You Provide
License:
Please arrive with a valid fishing license.
Clothing:
Appropriate clothing for the weather (remember it can be "cold" in northern
Wisconsin in the middle of the summer or "hot" in the spring or fall!). Good
rain gear. Sunglasses. Hat. Sunscreen. Video or 35mm camera(s) and
film (waterproof "throwaway" 35mm camera recommended for float trips).
Dry footwear.
Maps:
Bring your map and mark the "hot spots"!

Tackle:
As noted above, if you have your favorites, bring them.
Food & Drink:
You may bring lunch & eat aboard (a must for remote or float trips), or, if
available, we can debark & eat at a facility on the lake. Guides lunch your
responsibility either way.

For "preferred" dates, make your reservations early !!
I support "Catch & Release", but, if legal, it's YOUR fish. I do ask that you
consider the great replica mounts available today before deciding to kill
your fish...Thank You!

